We recall ( [1] ) that the spectral sequence starts with £f = Ext*'(/Γ(/>),Z/2) and converges to the stable homotopy i^ί(P) = π ί(P) where A denotes the mod 2 Steenrod algebra and H*(P) is the reduced mod 2 cohomology of P. We simply write Ext*'(P) for Ext*'(#*(P),Z/2) and occasionally we abbreviate by ASS for "Adams spectral sequence".
Roughly, our main results consist of (1) a complete description of Ext^*(P) for 0 < s < 2 and also for s = 3 modulo indecomposable elements, (2) the determination of which classes in a substantial portion of Ext^*(P) can detect homotopy elements in πl(P) (Adams's Hopf invariant Theorem solves the problem for Ext^*(P)) and (3) the construction of some infinite families in πl(P) at low Adams filtrations analogous to the ones in the 2-adic stable homotopy of spheres 2 π ί constructed in [9] , [12] and [18] , [22] .
These Ext calculations were necessary in the work on the Kervaire invariant in [12] . The results are not surprising, but proving them is surprisingly difficult. In particular we make use of a calculational method that may be of independent interest.
To precisely state the results we first recall that the cohomology Ext^'* = Ext^*(Z/2, Z/2) of the Steenrod algebra A is a commutative bigraded algebra over Z/2 and that Ext^* for 0 < s < 3 is generated by hi e Ext^2' (/ > 0) and a e ExtJ 2 ' +3+2+1+2/ with relations λ/λ /+1 = 0, hf +ι = hfhi+2 and A/A? +2 = 0 where A/ corresponds to the Steenrod square Sq 2 ' e A. The mod 2 cohomology H*(P) is a polynomial algebra Z/2 [x] in one variable x with degx = 1 on which A acts by Sofx
. One easily proves that {x 2 '" 1 1/ > 1} is a minimal set of generators of H*{P) over A. The non-zero class in Ext^2'' l {P) = Z/2 corresponding to x 2 '~ι is denoted by A, . The first part of the following theorem is therefore clear but for completeness and for our computational purpose later we include it in the statement. THEOREM suspension spectrum of P to the sphere spectrum S° ( [15] , [19] ). The Kahn-Priddy Theorem ( [15] ) says that the induced map φf π
(1) {k\i > 1} is a Z/2-basefor Ext°*(P). (2) Ext ι /(P) is generated by hihj with relations
in £2 terms of the ASS's such that p*(λ, ) = h\ and p*(c, ) = c, ( [17] , [19] ). Since φ* commutes with d 2 and Ext^2'(P) = Z/2 is generated by hi-ιhohi-ι for / > 4 it follows that d 2 (hi) = Λ/_iΛ 0 Λ/-i ^ 0 for i > 4 from which Theorem 1.2 follows. The non-zero classes hihj in Ext^*(P) not listed in (1.2) or (1.3) are classified in the following families:
(ii) h 2 h 4f h 3 h 4 , h 4 h 2 .
(iii) h 4 h 4y h 5 h 5 .
(iv) h 4 h 0 , h 5 h 2 , h 5 hy
The first five of these are known to detect or not to detect homotopy elements in nl(P) : (i), (ii) and (iii) do while (iv) and (v) do not. Indeed, (i) is trivial and is well known, (ii) is proved in [19] and (iii) is a consequence of Kahn-Priddy Theorem and the results in [20] , [4] where h\, h\ are proved to survive the ASS for S°. For (iv), it is proved in [19] that, in the ASS for P, d 3 [28] ). For (vi) we refer to [3] for a discussion on this particular family. One should compare Theorem 1.2 with the result in [21] where a similar situation in the spheres was analyzed.
Finally we remark on Theorem 1.3. In [9] , [12] , [18] and [22] the families {Λ/Ai|ι > 3}, {hfh 2 \i > 5}, {hiC\\i > 5} in Ext** are shown to detect homotopy elements in 2 π%. From Theorem 1.1 we see, under the map <p* : Ext* 4 *(P) -• Ext^+ 1 '* +1 , there correspond two families in Ext*/(P) to each of the families {A/Ai}, {hfh 2 } and {/s Ci}. Indeed, φXhjhx) = φ*(h\hi) = */*i> <P*{hh}) = φ*(hih 2 hi) = hfh 2 , φ*{c x hi) = φ*ifaiC\) = hiC\. By Kahn-Priddy Theorem, homotopy elements in 2 πl detected by hih\ (resp. hfh 2 , hjC\) lift to elements in πl(P) which must be detected by hih\ or h\hi (resp. h 2 hf or hih\h 2 , h(C\ or c\hi), and in general one does not know which of these two possibilities is the correct one. The result (1.3) shows that for the families {hih\} and {hfh 2 } both choices are possible and for the family {hiC\} one has a specific choice. If the strong Kervaire invariant conjecture (see [3] ) can be shown true then the family {cγhi} can be easily shown to detect homotopy elements also. Otherwise we have no answer thus far about this family.
The family {h\hi} in Theorem 1.3 was already proved in [12] to detect homotopy elements. It is included here for comparison with {hi h\} and also serves as a preparatory statement for going on proving (1.3)(3) as will be seen in §3.
This concludes our remarks.
Our work is therefore to prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3. Theorem 1.1 is proved in §2 and Theorem 1.3 is proved in §3. The proof of Theorem 1.3 is shorter and one may proceed directly to §3 for the proof assuming the results in (1.1).
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is rather long. It is purely algebraic of course and is based on a lot of calculations. As mentioned earlier, a technical method, which later on is referred to as a "trick", is introduced to make these calculations tractable. In the beginning of the proof we give full details of our calculations. As the calculations progress we will begin omitting many of the details, as by then the reader should have no difficulty in using the "trick" to fill them in. We begin by recalling that Λ is a bigraded differential algebra over Z/2 generated by A/ e Λ u (/ > 0) with relations
The differential δ is given by
and H sΛ {Kδ) ~ Ext^+ 5 . From (a) we see {λ h λ h -λ is \2ij > i j+ϊ } is a Z/2-base for Λ. Such monomials are said to be admissible.
The class A f e Ext^' ' is represented by λy-i and c, e Ext^2' +3+2<+1+2 ' is represented by /l^+i+^-iO^-i) 2 . τhus hjhj for 0 < i < j (resp. hihjh^O < i < j <k) is represented by A21-1A27-1 (resp. λ^-γλ^-i-λ 2 k-\). Note that we have chosen these representations in the arithmetic linear ordering of the subscripts. Most of these representations are inadmissible. They are admissible only in the cases / = j and i = j = k. One advantage of taking such representations is that one recognizes immediately the relations Λ|Λ f + i = 0, hf = hf_ x hi+i and hihf+ 2 = 0 in the lambda algebra. Indeed, it is easy to see from (a) that the relations Λ^-iΛ^+i-i = O^^-^jA^+i-i = A| y-1 and Λ 2'-i(Λ 2'+2-i) 2 = 0 hold in Λ. Finally note that the representations for Ci are admissible.
To compute Ext^*(P) we take H*{P), the mod 2 homology of P, and consider H*(P)®A which is bigradedby (/f*(P)<g>Λ) Here "β/X -» £/_,-)>" means that e\X and e^ry both survive to E* r *'* and driβiX) = e/_ r y; in the case of (2. to βihi+i e H*( 
4).
The proof of (2.2.5) is a little harder and is postponed. Now we conclude Theorem 1.1 (2) from the above differentials. From (2.1.2) and (2.2.1) we see Λ/Aj φ 0 in ExtJ*(P) for 1 < / < j. (2.1.2) shows that, for / > j + 1, e 2 ι-\hj is a boundary in the spectral sequence, but it does not necessarily follow that h\hj is zero in Ext ι j*(P). It only implies that h\hj has filtration less than 2 ι -1. In fact, for / > j + 1, the equation (2.2.4)* shows that h\hj has filtration 2 / -2 /< -1 and there it projects to e*-*-!***.i 6 JT(F(2 7 -2^ -1)^(2^ -2^ -2));
in particular h\hj is non-zero in Ext^*(P). This fails for / = j + 1. This proves (2.2.5).
Indeed, in H*(P)®A
We proceed to compute d? r : £*' 2 * -• £* >3# *, the last set of differentials. By (2.2.2) we need only consider d r (e2i(2n+\)-\hjhk) f°Γ ' < 7 By (2.2.3) and (2.2.5) we may impose some other restrictions on the subscripts of these elements when / = j -1 or j -2. These restrictions will be recalled at proper time.
To prove Theorem 1.1(3) it suffices to know which of these nonboundary elements are infinite cycles.
in Ext^*(P) listed in the second column. The most difficult part of the work is to compute the differentials on the remaining non-boundary elements e 2 !(2n+i)-\hjhk where / < j. There are 16 sets of non-trivial differentials on these elements. We will first state them. Proofs will be given later. These differentials will be needed in the proof of Theorem 1.1(4).
First assume j = k. In this case there are 8 sets of non-trivial differentials. We state these differentials in the cases / = j, I = j -1, / = j -2 and / < j -3. Some of these cases will be divided into subcases. This completes the statements of the 16 sets of non-trivial differentials d r : E* r x * -£; 3 *. It is not difficult to check that the elements e 2 i{2n+\)-\^jhk considered in (2.5.1) through (2.5.16) together with those listed in Proposition 2.4 form a complete set of non-boundary elements. Also, distinct elements in the domain of (2.5.1) through (2.5.16) have distinct values. This proves the second conclusion of Proposition 2.4.
Some of these differentials are straightforward as (2.2.2) or (2.2.3). They are (2.5.1), (2.5.5), (2.5.6), (2.5.7), (2.5.8), (2.5.9) and (2.5.16).
For the rest, we need the "trick" in the proof of (2.2.5) to handle them. We are not going to do all the calculations. Rather, we just do for two of these. One of them is the hardest of all, and the calculation for the other is very typical for doing the remaining 7 differentials which we leave to the reader. First, the easy one which we choose to be (2. This proves (2.5.2).
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Next we do the calculation for the hard one which is (2.5.3). We directly begin with λιλ\ } _ x and the equation
where / = 2 j+3 n + 2 j + 2 -V -1, n > 1. As above we compute
AA2iA22
where the equivalence "=" is yet to be determined. We pause at this point because the calculation seems to suggest However, by (2.5.5), βi-^hj+i is already hit in the spectral sequence by an element of lower filtration, namely e/_2;+iA? Γ So we have to take into account this differential also in order to get the correct answer. We need to pick up some other terms of lower filtration when wemoveA 2 y-i_i across λ^n-iJ-^-x in the calculation above. Note that We have the identities A2;+2;-'-lA2;+ 1 +2;-l =0 and in Λ. As suggested by (2.5.5) we find
It is easy to see that
From these equations and identities we get
where SinceL e Λ(ι-l) (recall / = 2^372+2^2-2^-l) ? l is also a representation in Λ(/) of λihj. From (*) we thus see So This proves (2.5.3).
We proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.1(4). PROPOSITION 2.6. The following elements in the first column are infinite cycles and are linearly independent in E^*; they represent the elements ofExt^*(P) listed in the second column. For the proofs of (2.6) and (2.7) we first note that 2.6(1) and 2.7(1) through 2.7(4) are obvious. Some of the rest follow directly from Proposition 2.4 by the linearity of the spectral sequence over Ext^*: 2.6(3) follows from 2.4(2), 2.7(6) and 2.7(7) follow from 2.4(3), 2.7(9) and 2.7(11) follow from 2.4(4), and 2.7(12) follows from 2.4(5).
What remain are 2.6(2), 2.6(4), 2.7(5), 2.7(8), 2.7(10) and 2.7(13). Except 2.6(4), these have a pattern in common, namely the subscripts of the factors hjh^hi or Cj in the first columns of these rows each decreases by one when we go to the corresponding elements in the second columns. The proof for these cases is exactly the same as that for 2.4(3); one just twists one more factor in the lambda algebra representations. Note that the filtration subscripts in these cases are large enough compared to those of the attached factors hjh^hj or Cj so that we are in the stable range and so that we can use the "trick". We leave the proof to the reader.
There is only one case left-2.6(4). The calculation for this case is also straightforward. We have the equation
where K e Λ is an element such that
This proves 2.6(4) since e2'+»+2'-i^2'+ 2 -i represents <?;. Finally we prove Proposition 2.8. We have to show that appropriate cycle representations of the classes in (2.8) are boundaries in the differential module #*(/*) ®Λ. Most of the cases in (2.8) are not difficult to work out. Only two cases are rather tedious. Anyway, we will write down all the boundary homomorphism formulas, the details of which we leave to the reader to check. These formulas are derived from the differentials (2.5.1) through (2.5.16).
The case (2.8) (4) for / = j -3 is the simplest one sincê
Next we have the following formulas according to the case. is non-zero for / > 3.
In the Adams spectral sequence setting this means that φ t is detected by h 2 hf e Exΐ%*(P). This proves Theorem 1.3(3) for / > 3. The case i = 2 is trivial. The following theorem is the main topological result of the paper from which the remaining cases of Theorem 1.3 are proved. To state it, let B(k) be the A:th 2-primary Brown-Gitler spectrum ( [7] We prove this later. To prove (1.3)(2), (4) and (5) This follows from (a), Theorem 3.5 and Adams's differentials έ/ 2 (Ai+i) = *Λ Λo> i > 3 in the ASS for P. 
